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Pelonis ceramic heater small

The Pelonis portable ceramic space heater is a compact and affordable solution for heating small spaces. Despite its small size, this model maintains heat flow and is equipped with basic controls for output management. The simple design means that it can be used right out of the box. Buy on Amazon $40.00 Manual thermostat controlled, this heater helps
you warm up spaces on cold days and nights. It can use up to 1500 watts to keep warm and can also be used as a standard fan. Ideal for smaller areas such as bathrooms, it can also work well upstairs or under your desk so your feet are not cool. Although sometimes it can be noisy, there are several other heaters offered at the same low price point. It won't
win any beauty contests, but its size and surprising power make it a solid option for those who use it for a short period during the day. HVAC Ninja Total Rating: 6.8/10 Manufacturer: Pelonis Price: $40.00 Dimensions: 7.28 x 6.1 x 10.31in Watts: 1500 Weight: 3.3 9 9 Lbs Warranty: 1 Year Weighted User Rating: 4.4/5 Type: Ceramic Portable Ceramic Space
Heater Pelonis quickly heats small rooms and can operate at two different heat levels: high and low, with a maximum power consumption of 1500 watts. While it heats small areas easily, it probably won't heat medium to large rooms as well. Since the fan is on the louder side, it can be useful for working during the day when performing sound-sensitive
activities. For optimal performance, clean the device every few weeks and keep it away from too wet conditions. As with most medium ceramic radiators, this model is equipped with an adjustable thermostat for temperature control. It offers three different power modes: high, low and only for fans that allow use at all times of the year. This model has
overheating safety function and tipping trigger. Since some units tend to vibrate when switched on, keeping it away from the table or counter edge will reduce the risk of tipping over. As with all radiators, you should give at least a foot or two clearance between the furniture and never drap clothes or other flammable objects on top of the heater. Providing 1500
W of heating power in a compact heater is not easy, but the Pelonis Portable Ceramic Space Heater is a cheap heater capable of heating most small spaces. Because it takes up minimal space and weighs only about 4 pounds, it is very portable and can be stored without much effort. This device is relatively bare bones, but has many uses. If more
customization is required, buyers should consider timer to be used in tandem with a heater. Given the current safety features and fan noise, this device may be best in homes without pets or in office spaces where white noise is allowed. Although the design is simple, this practical heater has little price competition and can provide a high return (in the form of
lower energy bills) energy) properly used. This Pelonis heater is a good option for those who only need a simple heater for small rooms in short periods during the day. Want to know more about space heaters? Read our guide to purchasing room heaters. Image not available forColour: CURRENTLY SOLD OUTTabletop, Under desk, FloorMore items related
to this productObstruct current {CURRENT_SLIDE} {TOTAL_SLIDES}- Best selling in space heaters4.4 out of 5 stars based on 102 product ratings(102)4.7 out of 5 stars based on 37 product ratings(3 7)4.1 out of 5 stars based on 249 product ratings(249)4.8 out of 5 stars based on 12 product ratings(12)3.7 out of 5 stars based on 21 product ratings(21) 4.6
out of 5 stars based on 176 product ratings (176)4.7 out of 5 stars based on 35 product ratings(35)Current slide {CURRENT_SLIDE} {TOTAL_SLIDES}- Save on slide {CURRENT_SLIDE} {TOTAL_SLIDES}- You can also like the extra heating surfaceUp up to 200 sqm. Ft. (small space) Series NamedCERAMIC HEATERNumber of heat2 heat and 1 fan
Rated 5 of 5 by rphil7 with heater Pelonis How small size. A lot of heat is exposed. We use it to allow you to set the thermostat lower. Release date: 2020-02-18 Rated 5 out of 5 by Houdini of Excellent! It's a fantastic little space heater. Everything I wanted. Release date: 2020-02-15 Rated 4 out of 5 by SeanT with Great Heater so far Great heater included.
Works well. It would give him 5 stars, but she only used it for a week. Release date: 2020-02-07 Rated 4 out of 5 by Anonymous since first purchase works well and keeps the room warm. The only complaint is that when the product was shipped, it came in its original packaging only with a shipping label on it. Fortunately, it didn't rain after delivery. Release
date: 2020-02-04 Rated 5 out of 5 by Beverly Taylor from Small but Powerful Heater! A small heater that is big in the heart! I use it to heat 1,000 square feet in my mobile home. Temperatures were 20 degrees at night and 35 at day. I kept my dog and I comfortable with a lower electricity bill. Release date: 2020-01-28 Rated 5 out of 5 by D Sorin from Great
Position! It works great and I'm not afraid that the house will burn down if it accidentally overturns. Too bad I bought it years ago. Release date: 2020-01-21 Rated 4 of 5 by Merekedimitri from Quick heat Works quickly to warm a small room. There are heat regulators that are very useful, although there does not seem to be a fan switch to reduce noise.
Probably not suitable for sleeping area, ideal for cold bathroom. Release date: 2020-01-14 Rated 5 out of 5 by MAPinLowcountry with Quiet little heater I haven't put it to a real test yet, but it's quiet for small heating in Night Published Date: 2020-01-14 This feature is only enabled for desktop. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Inc. Inc.
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